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Digestive system worksheet ks3 tes

FreePpt and work sheets used with demo digestive systems (bowls and mashers for mouth &amp; teeth; rubber glove stomach; tight for small intestuses etc. - see the crib sheet attached). Worksheets are distinguished to take into account the vast capabilities of students in the moreFreeReport groupView
problemView over FreeReport sources Of ProblemThis designed for UK teachers. See the US version. 3 pages work with various activities and application questions/studies on the structure of their digestive systems and functions, including villi, peristalsis and other Read moreReport problems Label
digestive systems Identify the functions of the Ideal digestive system for the lower KS3 A KS3 powerpoint I made for my low ability year 8's. Lessons begin with learning about food chemistry - BEATING TEACHERS begins to assess what they already know. Students to write digestive definitions, group
tasks to assess what they know about organ positioning. Worksheet then labels the organ. True or false activity, plenary tickets out. Read moreFreeReport this lesson problem is designed for KS3 Year 8 Science courses, particularly Health B2 1.1 &amp; Lifestyle. For more lessons designed for KS3 and

KS4 please visit my store at: . Lessons begin with the introduction into what happens to your food during the digestive process, students are shown diagrams showing how big, insoluble food molecules are broken down into small, soluble ones. This follows the definition and role of the human digestive
system, students must now discuss their ideas about the names of the organs found in the digestive system. After a short class discussion, students will now complete the 'Memory Test' task. Students should be shown diagrams of the human digestive system with labeled organs. They will have a few
minutes to memorize the organs names of the digestive system, the label will be taken and then students have to try to remember as many of them as possible, by labelling the work of their own digestive system. This task can be evaluated on its own once it is contested. Subsequently, students will be
provided with pairs of information sheets. Students should read the information sheet and use this write a description of the role of the organ set found in the digestive system. Upon completion, students can mark and correct their work using the answers provided in PowerPoint. Finally, students are
shown villi diagrams found in small intestine. Students should describe a villi adaptation that helps the role of absorption of small molecules into the bloodstream. Last activity requires to find ten words, all associated with the digestive system, in a word search. Plenary activity is a set of answers, students
need to write questions match this answer. All resources are included at the end of the presentation. Thank you for finding it, if you have any questions please let me know in the comments section and any feedback will be appreciated by :) Aims for a mixed capacity of 7 classes Starter: label the digestive
system, key green pen signs: Move around the room and find information on the main organs of the HA/MA/LA digestive system to fill in food stories that move through the digestive system
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